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Abstract 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist of small nodes with sensing, computation, and wireless 
communications capabilities. Many routing, power management, and data dissemination protocols have 
been specially designed for WSNs where energy awareness is an essential design issue. The focus, 
however, has been given to the various routing protocols which might differ depending on the network 
architecture and application application. In this paper, we present a review of the state-of-the-art routing 
techniques in WSNs. We first outline the design challenges for routing protocols in WSNs followed by a 
comprehensive review of different routing techniques. 
Keywords: Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN), Coordination-based Data Dissemination Protocol (CODE), 
Adapting Coordination-based Data Dissemination Protocol (ACODE), Cost-based Energy Balanced 
Clustering and Routing Algorithm (CEBCRA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Secure Multipath Routing 
Algorithm (SeMuRA). 

1. Introduction 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have become a popular and established technology in recent years. 
WSNs are used in numerous. Applications such as monitoring that includes precision agriculture, pollution 
prevention, structure and building health, and in event detection that includes intrusions and in target 
tracking e.g. surveillance WSNs  consists of  large number of sensor nodes, which are powered by battery. 
These devices perform three basic tasks: (i) sense a physical quantity from surrounding environment, (ii) 
process the data acquired (iii)  and finally transferring  the acquired data through  wireless communications. 
The network have two points in it called sink node or base station. The traditional WSNs are based on the 
assumptions that the networks are dense, and the two nodes can communicate through multihop 
communications paths. So as a consequence, in most of the cases the sensor nodes are assumed to be static 
and not the dynamic, and mobility is not an option. But more recently, similar to the research trends 
mobility is added to the WSNs such as in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) and Delay Tolerant 
Networks (DTNs).  
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The remainder of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a different routing challenges 
and design issues in WSNs. Section 3 presents a review of data collection techniques in WSNs. Finally 
Section 4 concludes the review techniques. 
 
 

2. Routing Challenges and Design Issues 

 Despite the innumerable applications of WSNs, these networks have several restrictions, e.g., limited 
energy supply, limited computing power, and limited bandwidth of the wireless links connecting sensor 
nodes. One of the main design goals of WSNs is to carry out data communication while trying to prolong 
the lifetime of the network and prevent connectivity degradation by employing aggressive energy 
management techniques. The design of routing protocols in WSNs is influenced by many challenging 
factors. These factors must be overcome before efficient communication can be achieved in WSNs. In the 
following, we summarize some of the routing challenges and design issues that affect routing process in 
WSNs.Various challenges of wireless sensor network [11] have discussed below:  

• Resource Constraints: Wireless sensor network consists of several limited battery power 
sensor nodes that have low cost. Battery power is an important factor that determines the 
lifetime of a wireless sensor network. Some other constraints are low computational power, 
memory size and bandwidth 

• Fault-Tolerance: In case of node failure, the platforms or protocols must have the capability 
to adapt changes in the network. Node failure occurs due to physical damage or lack of 
energy. In the case of routing or data aggregation protocol, they must discover correct 
routes or aggregation polling point if these kinds of failures occur  

• Ad-hoc Deployment: Ad-hoc deployment of sensor nodes is required in various 
applications. Sensor nodes are randomly deployed over the region without any 
infrastructure and prior awareness of topology. Therefore, nodes have the responsibility to 
identify its connectivity and dissemination between the nodes 

• Scalability: For many applications, wireless sensor network consists of thousands of sensor 
nodes. So, the protocols must be scalable to adapt large number of sensor nodes  

• Unattended operation: Sensor nodes may left unattended or have no human interference 
after deployment in some applications. Therefore, in case of any changes, the sensor nodes 
are responsible for reconfiguration among themselves 

• Quality of Service: The data should be transmitted within a certain period of time from the 
instant it is sensed; else the data will be useless. Therefore, it is necessary to follow this as a 
QOS parameter for some real time applications 

• Security: Security is a very important factor in sensor networks. A tradeoff is necessary 
among data aggregation protocol, security and energy consumption because for security 
cryptographic primitives are used and therefore, packet length increases which causes for 
the energy consumption 
 

 
3. Review of Routing Techniques in WSN 

  
Routing means to specify the route for data communication among sensor nodes. Routing is a very 
challenging task in WSNs due to the inherent characteristics of wireless networks like mobile ad hoc 
networks or the cellular networks.  Due to the large number of sensor nodes in the network, it is not 
possible to create a global addressing scheme. Overhead of ID maintenance becomes high by deploying 
large number of sensor nodes. The traditional IP-based protocols are not beneficial in this context. So to 
avoid this problem various routing protocols have been introduced for WSN, which depends upon network 
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structure and protocol operations. Keeping this in mind various techniques have been proposed by the 
researchers. 
 

3.1 CODE (Coordination-based Data Dissemination Protocol) based routing technique 
The CODE (Coordination-based Data Dissemination Protocol for Wireless Sensor Networks) [5] algorithm 
is derived from the GAF algorithm which is capable of delivering data, in accordance with position of node 
and information transmitting direction. Also, this algorithm is able to reduce the number of hops of data 
transmission so as to reduce the power consumed by the whole procedure. One of the highlight of the GAF 
based algorithm is that the denser the nodes, the longer the life. The CODE algorithm is based on the 
geometric position and saves power by switching off unnecessary nodes in networks. The CODE algorithm 
can increase the lifetime of a network, providing the increase of the nodes on it. Every node in CODE are 
categorized in three types: the Data Source, the Sink and the Free. The Source node is used for collection of 
data. The Sink is used for aggregation of data, for instance, the PDA. The Free is a node for transfer of data. 
The Source and the Free are fixed in locations however, the Sink can move. The CODE works in following 
manner: When system is off, a message is released with HELLO to provide the form of the neighboring list 
to each node.  
 Data Announcement:  In it the data announcement information is transmitted to each leader node in a 
virtual network by flooding.  
Data-Query: The sink demands for the Data query and Once the Sink knows data of a fair in details, it will 
send the Data-Query to the Coordinator where it is located. The Data-Query information is then forwarded 
to source along the direction to source. 
Data-Dissemination: When a data source has received the Data-Query, it will start delivering the collected 
data package to the Sink node. 
 Based on the CODE protocol, another CODE protocol is given called as The Adapting CODE (ACODE). 
In data transmission, the ACODE protocol sends a package initially for power measurement for 
determining the optimal power that can be adopted in the succeeding data transmission.  The ACODE 
algorithm can improve WSN lifecycle as compared to CODE. 
 

3.2 ACODE (Adapting Coordination-based Data Dissemination Protocol) routing technique 
ACODE (Adapting CODE) is a kind of algorithm, in which a CODE algorithm based power measurement 
package is added to check for the most optimal power for data transmission between two nodes, for each 
node, as a result, the data confliction between the nodes is relieved and the power consumption is reduced. 
In ACODE list is prepared containing the node’s neighborhood that shows the most optimal power needed 
to communicate between a node and its neighbors. The initial value of the optimal power is set as value -1.  
We can send the power measurement package when necessary only, in order to reduce the extra power 
consumed. In actual, the package for power measurement is only added in the most frequent transmission 
between two nodes. There are mainly four types of data-packets enclosed in the CODE, in which, the 
HELLO package is initial one which can produce neighboring list and the package of Data-Announcement 
which is delivered by flooding transceiver data among multiple nodes. There is bulk of data accommodated 
among these nodes. Thereafter, the power measurement package is not required, instead, the biggest power 
required is OK for broadcasting.  
      However, Data-Query sending can establish a transmission channel between Source and Sink. In 
particular, whenever a package of Data-Query is received the node will put the package into its Data-Query 
list, and at the times, also checks in the neighboring list to determine if the minimum power at the final hop 
would be value -1. If so, it is shown that  power measurement have not been done,  TEST package, which 
enclose the value used in sending this package, will be sent to the last hop node  and a TEST-Timer will be 
set at same time. If the power is quite enough, the TEST package can be perceived by the upstream node. 
When the upstream node receives this package, it can note down the optimal power, and send a 
TEST_ACK package side by side. If the Answer TEST_ACK from the last hop arrives before the TEST-
Timer has timed out, the communication is fair and possible. After that, a new TEST-Timer is set for 
measurement of power again. If the power is not up to the point as it is required, the specified node cannot 
receive the last hop TEST_ACK counterpart. Then, the TEST-Timer will be timed out and the time out 
function will be executed. Certainly, the power identification is not sustainable. After the Data-Query is 
received by the Source, the minimum power can be determined for the path between the Sink and the 
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Source. After that the data transferred between the Source and the Sink which can use the minimal power 
so that the system power can be reduced. 
 

3.3 CEBCRA (Cost-based Energy Balanced Clustering and Routing Algorithm) routing 
technique 
In this paper, a cluster based routing algorithm called CEBCRA (Cost-based Energy Balanced Clustering 
and Routing Algorithm) is discussed. CEBCRA is a distributed algorithm which consists of three phases 
namely-:  

a) Selection of CHs 
b) Cluster setup   
c) Data routing  

The algorithm is based on the local information of a sensor node such as, number of neighbors, residual 
energy and their distances. CEBCRA selects CHs (Cluster Head) from the sensor node using a weight 
function of the residual energy and the number of neighbors of a sensor node. Then all unselected CH 
sensor nodes join CH on the basis of cost value within its vicinity or range. The cost function is the 
composite of residual energy of the CH, its distance to base station and the distance from the sensor node to 
the CH. In multi-hop routing, other CHs are treated as a relay node because a CH needs to relay the data to 
the BS through other CHs. So its main task is to find best neighbor CH (relay node) for data routing so that 
energy consumption is minimized. The main objective of this method is to increase the network lifetime 
through an efficient distributed algorithm for proper CH selection and clustering. The process of 
communication contains following steps-:  

• In CH selection all the sensor nodes undergo bootstrapping process (done only once in a network 
life) in which they are provided with unique IDs 

• The BS broadcasts a HELLO message to all the nodes at a certain power level. From this, each 
node can compute the distance to the BS based on the received signal strength 

• The BS also sets up a TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access) schedule for each sensor node and 
broadcasts this schedule with in the whole network. The schedule is only valid during cluster 
formation process 

•  Now the network setup is performed in three phases-: Selection of CHs, cluster setup and inter-
cluster multihop routing 

 CH selection and clustering is performed after every round in a proper way. Each round has two steps. In 
first round all sensor nodes sense the local data and transmit via Non-Persistent Carrier-Sense Multiple 
Access (CSMA) MAC (Medium Access Control) protocol to their corresponding CH. In second step, all 
CHs receive and sum up the local data and then transmit this integrated data to the BS through other CHs 
using multi-hop communication. 
 

3.4 ACO (Ant Colony Optimization) based routing technique 
ACO algorithms are a class of constructive algorithms that achieve complex computations by copying the 
cooperative behavior of real ants and have been proven to be very effective to many different discrete 
optimization problems [6]. In ACO algorithms normally two types of ants are employed:- 

• Forward ants: Forward ants, explore the environment and then collect information of the paths 
from the source nodes to the destination node  

• Backward ants: Backward ants, explore the environment and collect information of the paths from 
the destination nodes to the source node 

The nature inspired characteristics of the algorithms, such as stochastic search collaborate cooperation and 
distributed computation [7], Ant Colony Optimization is suitable for large scale self-organizing system and 
is better than traditional aspects in three ways that is: scalability, robustness  dynamic environment 
suitability. 
 
The two adaptive routing algorithms based on ACO are given: 

• The Adaptive Routing (AR) algorithm 
• The Improved Adaptive Routing (IAR) algorithm  
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To check the aptness of ADR algorithm in the case of WSN, the modified ADR algorithm is proposed by 
involving reinforcement learning concept and is named as AR algorithm. The   drawback of AR algorithm 
is that it did not result in optimum solution. In IAR algorithm, a coefficient is added, and the cost between 
the neighbor node and the destination node, further improve the AR algorithm. Both AR and IAR 
algorithms are consume energy in the broadcasting scheme initially, via broadcasting   through every node. 
 
 

3.5 BIOSARP (BIOlogical inspired self-organized Secure Autonomous Routing Protocol) 
routing technique 
BIOSARP [8] depends on ant colony optimization (ACO). WSN which are using standard ACO routing 
algorithm may have to experience heavy traffic or load which minimizes the battery life and causes it to 
exhaust very fast .So the challenging part is to design an ACO routing algorithm for WSN that provides 
QoS (Quality of Service) in terms of throughput, minimizes the delay and strengthen network lifetime (i.e. 
battery usage). In BIOSARP, the ‘on demand routing’ [9] is used. In it the routing process activates only 
when data is required to be transferred. The BIOSARP provides many advantages over other ACO. It has 
two types of ants which are explained more clearly as follows: 

• The Data Ants  
• The Search Ants  

The Data Ant is called when the traffic is to be transferred and also the Data packets D are generated. The 
Data Ant also checks for the neighbor table for the pheromone value. If it does not find the neighboring 
node than The Search Ants are called for to check the nodes. The Search Ants searches for the neighboring 
nodes to find out the records and fill it. The neighboring ant finds out the pheromone value and put it in the 
table. So that the data ants can do its work, if again the data ant cannot find out the pheromone value then 
again the value is generated by The Search ants.  Once the ants agents i.e. the data ants and the search ants 
are generated it then works automatically, in a fully autonomous way. These ants can communicate locally 
within nodes and can read and write the records. When the data ants have passed the data from source to 
destination new data structures are generated each time. And after the data and the search ants returns to 
their destination the agents are removed from the network. The best pheromone value is stored in the 
routing table and every ant is generated with the sequence number. The BIOSARP packet format contains a 
header that header contains the information about deadline fields and the packet sequence number. By 
assigning the sequence number, to every sensor the chances of reappearance of same ant agents minimizes 
and hence looping stops. The Data Ants that does not reach the destination before a given deadline, then 
that particular ant agent is discarded from the network. Finally, in this way the routing mechanism works. 
This design of BIOSARP improves the delivery ratio, QoS and is very efficient. 
 

3.6 SeMuRa (Secure Multipath Routing Algorithm) routing technique 
The multipath routing algorithm or the SeMuRa is an extension of the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [10] 
algorithm, which is an effective routing approach and is, widely used as a basis for extended routing 
protocols. We here consider a tracking based WSN system where sets of sensor nodes are randomly used in 
the network and these nodes can sense the activities from the surrounding environment and sends it to the 
base station BS. The Sensor nodes can communicate with the BS by forwarding datagrams or packets 
through their neighbors. As compared to the sensor nodes, the BS is endowed with large computational 
resources and high storage capacity. This SeMuRa protocol has two steps: 

• Route Discovery. 
• Route Maintenance.  

These two steps allow the discovery of multiple paths between the sensor nodes and the base station BS. 
Route Discovery: In this approach the search ants are used to establish a set of paths with the BS. In it the 
datagrams containing the route requests are sent by the sensor nodes when the sensors don’t know the path 
already. The SeMuRa entirely has the on-demand properties that minimize the overhead and also specify 
the path-disjoints threshold value. After studying the list of all available paths it chooses the most 
satisfactory path with the specified threshold, and start sending the datagrams or packets. Also tracks of the 
unused paths are kept which allows the modification to be rapid and minimizes the overhead in generation 
of the new datagrams.  
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Route Maintenance:  This is mechanism is used to update the routes in the network if there is a change in 
the network topology or due to a broken route or if there is some attack on the route. In all these situations 
the status of the routes are updated and kept as a record at the base station. This mechanism is using the 
concept of watchdog for every packet to detect the irregularities if any in the routes and the nodes. During 
sending of  the datagrams if the next hop appears to be broken then a route error datagram or packet is 
generated and sent back to the sensor so that a clear knowledge of the actual working path can be 
perceived. The sensor then attempts to send the datagram through the backup path stored in the base station 
cache. If it does not find a path than the route discovery mechanism is again activated. SeMuRa can easily 
be extended for the context of Adhoc networks, where the set of features which can be performed by any 
node in the network. 
 

4. Conclusions 
In this paper various routing schemes are discussed. Every scheme has its own advantages as well as 
disadvantage. Some schemes are good in path delays, and some are better in throughput, package loss delay 
and the data transmission delays.  Some of the schemes can provide relief from traffic overhead, some uses 
control packets that can avoid looping, some scheme reduces the path cost by choosing each time the 
efficient multihop route and some uses a threshold signature and can provide the security and 
authentication for the data to be sent. So this has been concluded that routing is one of the most vital 
features of WSNs so by choosing an appropriate routing scheme one can always utilize its brighter side.  
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